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PRESCHOOL WEEKLY THEMES

Each week, all preschool classes utilize our weekly themes as the backbone of our curriculum. While class-
es still focus on building the skills off of our skill sheets each week, weekly themes give us class direction 
and motif. 

It’s up to the coach to decide what is appropriate for each class, and use the weekly themes as inspira-
tion for learning. It is not required that coaches follow the curriculum word for word, but use it as a tool 
to improve the class experience. The obstacle course, circle time, and flow of the class should reflect the 
weekly theme. 

Themes begin on the Monday of each week and run through Sunday. Note the weekly obstacle course 
setup example photos. 
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WEEK 1 : ORIENTATION
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WEEK 1: ORIENTATION

Goal: basic class management 

Communicate your expectations clearly to your students and their guardians
• making a train
• staying with the group
• getting into a circle for circle time
• following an obstacle course
• familiarize students with gym equipment

If you have a class that is mostly returning students, then use this week as a time to review skills.  

Tiny Tots
**Downstairs Orientation: Be sure to introduce yourself to all the parents and go over safety rules 
and your expectations.

Overview of Class Structure 
• Parent/guardian 5-foot distance from child at all times
• Equipment that is off limits (high beams, above yellow letters on rock wall)
• Trampoline rules (adult standing at open side, jump one at a time, everyone off at circle 

time)
• TumblTrak and foam pit (one way street toward foam pit, one at a time in foam pit)
• Emphasize importance of waiting on benches or toy area until class starts and going straight 

to lockers after stamp time.
• Sorry parents/siblings…equipment is for registered students only

Circle Time
Establish circle time song that informs all parents/children where they should be; such as “Walking in a Cir-
cle”, “Wheels on the Bus”, “Ring-around-the –rosy”, or Parachute

•  Head-Shoulders-Knees and Toes
• Butterfly Stretch and song
• Rockin’ Roll
• Straddle with “Itsy Bitsy Spider” or ABC song 

Other Specific Skills to Teach 
Obstacles: Teaching parents how to spot their children on our equipment is one of the most im-
portant goals of this class

Jumping: Hands in front, 2-ft take off, parents hold both hands or offer arm for kids to reach for 
with both hands, emphasize “down…UP!” and “bouncy knees” to help beginner jumpers get off the 
ground

Trampoline: Freeze and jump in the center; learning to take turns

Balance Beam: Show parents how to spot on low beams (spot the hips or hold hands)
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Climbing Wall:  Spot from below holding child’s heels, guiding to next rung as needed.
Remind adults that children will lean their weight into whatever support is given, so that holding 
them by the torso counteracts what they need to teach.

Parallel Bars: Hold child up with one hand under the stomach, use other hand to guide hands and 
feet in bear walk

Forward Roll: Don’t start roll until the head is lower than the hips.  Tuck head under with one hand 
and tip hips forward with the other.  Watch for the “neck reflex” in the  youngest children.  They will 
arch their head back when it gets lower than the hips.  This is a normal reflex that wears off over 
time.  Children with a noticeable neck reflex are not ready for forward rolls until they grow out of 
it. Encourage parents to play peekaboo games at home where the child has to look between their 
legs.

Standing Bar: Don’t start child on the bar if s/he cannot touch the ground.  Use the mat to get to 
the right height.  Let child control lifting his legs at first to make sure shoulders and arms are en-
gaged. Spot under the hips to curl  all the way up to bell hang.  Be ready to catch child if s/he lets 
go.

TumblTrak: One way street!  Space children apart just enough to avoid a bottleneck (more than one 
can jump at the same time).  Parents can hold one hand and walk beside, on the ground.  Encourage 
2-foot jumping.

Pit: One at a time. 
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Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers / TumbleCircus/ Jr. Parkour/ AcroFitness
• **10-15 minute warm-up
• Name Game (ie, in Butterfly)
• Basic positions (tuck, straddle, pike, seal, bear)
• Freeze in safety landing position
• Hold hands to balance on one foot together
• Ring Around the Rosie or Motorboat song
• Equipment name game: “Where is the….(trapeze, cheese mat, parallel bars, etc.)

Songs & Games
• Freeze dance and see if students can freeze in landing position on command.
• Follow the Leader
• Jumping in and freeze on trampoline

Obstacle Course
• Simple and easy obstacle course
• Island hopping or stepping stones
• Hot lava game (don’t touch floor)
• Bell hang on minibar
• Bear walk on parallel bars
• Monkey Jump on red hand block
• Forward Roll down cheese mat
• Safety jump/land off block or trapeze

Jr. Parkour
• Safety landing
• Safety rolls
• Hot lava game 

AcroFitness
• Review body shapes (ex: tuck, straddle, pike, arch, hollow)
• Floor: candlestick rolls, forward rolls, straddle rolls, backward rolls
• Beam: safety land on low beam, front support on high beam, mounting and dismounting high 

beam.
• Bars: front support, introduce over and under grip, chin hang
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Forward Rolls  n
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WEEK 2 : SAFETY LANDINGS & SAFETY FALLS
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WEEK 2: SAFETY LANDINGS & SAFTY FALLS

Goal: To learn how to fall from out of balance positions and land with 
proper landing technique and to learn recovery techniques for bigger 
falls

Land with knees bent no more than 90 degrees, flat feet, arms up, and ready hands. Jump with a forward, 
backward or side roll.

Warm-up
• Run and Stop! Practice running and freezing or dancing and freezing. 
• Run and crash!!  (Choose your location wisely: tumble track to pit and dance floor to crash mat are 

optimal).
• Jump to freeze off different levels:  Stick the landing!!
• Jump to roll from different levels (start from the floor and work up)

Obstacles
• Lots of safety jumps from different heights.
• Try sideways, backwards, and forwards jumps into safety land.

TIP:  If children are landing with knees bent past 90 degrees it might be because the surface they’re jumping 
from is too high!

• Island Hopping:  jump between a series of mats, hula hoops, or carpet squares at varied distances.
• Make a game of falling from different apparatus (low beams, bars, rings, or trapeze) and backward on 

trampoline.  Landing into a shoulder or side roll for forward & side jumps, backward into a rockin’ roll 
with arms  overhead.  Emphasize how the elbow joint flexes and why not to reach behind with hands 
when falling.

• Trapeze:  Place a panel mat on the mats below for 2 foot landings. 

Tiny Tots
• Start with walking in a circle….. and now it’s time to stop (continue with running and jumping)! Empha-

size the safety land position when you stop. 
• Practice bouncing knees up and down in the safety land position.
• Please remind parents: When jumping off a block spotter should stand in front of jumper and hold 

both hands to encourage children to bend both legs and jump off both feet.
• If student is struggling with jumping, practice bouncing knees at the edge of the block before take 

off or try jumping off a lower surface. 

Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers
• Review the importance of landing on your feet!
• Jump to safety land & jump to safety roll from multiple heights.
• Practice “safety freeze” on trampoline
• Returning students can jump up onto two stacked panel mats and jump down in safety landings
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Jr. Parkour
• Review the importance of landing on your feet!
• Jump to safety land & jump to safety roll from multiple heights.
• Precision jump challenge! Set kids up on a stationary line, have kids jump as far as they can. Mark 

their landing spot with chalk and challenge them to jump farther than the chalked line. 
• Review how to safely mount and dismount the balance beam.
• Bounce backs. 

AcroFitness
• Vault: teach students how to punch the springboard and stick the landing. 
• Review how to safely mount and dismount the balance beam.
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Forward Rolls

Review
• Teamwork: taking turns, making a train, staying together.
• Run and crash onto big mat
• Jump off block into safety roll.  Be sure feet land before knees!!  The bigger and sillier your pratfall in 

the demo , the better to inspire kids to get into it! n
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WEEK 3:  ROLLING
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Goal: To learn how to safely roll with proper technique, head tucked in and 
a strong finish

If students are struggling with their forward rolls and stalling on their head have the student hold a bean 
bag under their chin while they try the roll. Try the same bean bag technique for advanced students trying 
backwards rolls. 

Warm-up
• Running & Jumping
• Egg Rolls
• Log Rolls
• Rockin’ Rolls in Tuck, Straddle, Pike
• Kaboom Rolls
• Spaghetti & meatballs (on back, stretch & tuck)
• Plank turns (front to back, straight tight body)
• Bear/crab turns
• Candle Stick Rolls

Obstacles
• Log Rolls, Egg Rolls, Straddle Rolls, Fwd & Bwd Rolls (down cheese mat).
• Kaboom Rolls (start in tuck, roll to side and straddle arms & legs on back, roll over to tuck)
• Jump off of block into safety roll
• Forward roll down a cheese mat. If that is easy, try rolling up the cheese mat. 
• Forward or egg roll down cheese on tumbltrak (remove cheese mat for running Tiny Tots!! )

Tiny Tots
• Start with “The Wheels on The Bus”
• Rock n Roll with kids in the lap of parents, back and forth and side to side.
• Dance Party: STOP, DROP, and ROLL
• Tummy Time: Log Roll 
• Ants Go Marching One By One
• Spaghetti & meatballs (on back, stretch & tuck)
• Head-Shoulders-Knees-and-Toes
• Log roll 
• Egg roll
• Forward roll

Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers
• Egg Rolls
• Log Rolls
• Rockin’ Rolls in Tuck, Straddle, Pike
• Kaboom Rolls

Jr.Parkour
• Candle Stick Rolls
• Forward and Backward Rolls

WEEK 3:  ROLLING
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• Safety Roll off of different heights
• Dive Rolls

AcroFitness
• Candle Stick Rolls
• Hollow Body Rocks
• Introduce Handstands: Lunge, T- Hold, Needle Kick
• Beam: Tuck and V-sit, F/S/B walks, Bear Walks, Ice Cream Scoops
• Bars: Front Support Forward Roll, Spin-The-Cat, Pull Over using wall to assist
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Backward Rolls

               
Advanced Skills

• Forward roll stand up without hands
• Straddle roll
• Backward roll down the cheese mat
• Spin-The-Cat  n                           
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WEEK 4: TUCK /PIKE
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WEEK 4: TUCK /PIKE

Goal: to understand the fundamental tuck and pike positions of gymnastics

Warm-Up
• Egg Roll
• Frog jump (from lily pad to lily pad using dots or carpet squares)
• Crab Walk
• Demonstrate tuck /pike from standing, jumping, sitting, lying on back
• Donkey kicks in tuck, pike
• Rockin’ Roll to stand, tuck jump
• Tuck & pike seated (feet off floor)

Obstacles
• Squat on Block
• Forward/Backward Rolls/Egg Rolls
• Invert tuck and pike hang on mini-bar
• Tuck swing and kick down block or mini cheese mat on bar
• Tuck/Pike support on parallel bar
• Seat drop on trampoline
• Tuck/Pike hold on trapeze
• Tuck squat on balance beam (pick up scarves or beanbags)
• Tuck jump off block

Tiny Tots
Circle Time:

• Wheels on the Bus, with the verse “the people on the bus go UP and DOWN” squatting up and 
down.

• The Ants Go Marching One by One…Squatting down with the line “they all go marching down into 
the ground….”

• Tuck hug knees, kiss knees, feet get happy and they POP into a pike.
• Lying on backs, tuck (meatball) and stretch into a flat body (spaghetti noodle).
• Egg rolls from kneeling tuck
• Rock n Roll
• Baby Backflip 

Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers
• Squat on Block
• Forward/Backward Rolls/Egg Rolls
• Tuck squat on balance beam (pick up scarves or beanbags)
• Spin-The -Cat
• Egg rolls from kneeling tuck 

Jr.Parkour
• Burpees
• Squat On- Tuck jump off
• Spin-The -Cat
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• Cat Crawl on beam
• Forward Roll/Backward Roll
• Box Jumps
• Donkey Kicks

AcroFitness
• Candle Stick Roll
• Floor: Forward Roll (on the ground), Backwards Roll (on cheese mat), Tuck Ups, Tuck Hold
• Bars: Chin Hang, Forward roll-pike down to chin hang, Tuck and Pike Hang, Spin-The-Cat
• Beam: Tuck Sit, Ice Cream Scoops, Tuck Jump Dismount
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Backward Rolls

                        
Advanced Skills 

• Invert pike hang to skin the cat 
• Backwards roll kick out to pike
• Pike hold on p-bars
• Tuck jump on beam                        

                                   
Review Skills            

• Forward Roll 
• Egg Rolls    
• Monkey Jump
• Bear/Crab walk n
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WEEK 5: STRADDLE /PIKE WEEK
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WEEK 5: STRADDLE /PIKE

Goal: To understand the fundamental straddle and pike positions of 
gymnastics

Warm-Up
• Demonstrate tuck/straddle/pike from standing (jump), sitting, lying on back
• Chasse
• Jumping jacks
• Star walks
• Donkey kicks in tuck, straddle, pike
• Bear Walks: Emphasis the straddle
• Straddle jumps over cones (Tumblers)

Obstacles
• Straddle roll on cheese mat
• Straddle or Pike on trapeze
• Straddle onto block mat from springboard
• Straddle bell hang
• Jumps in tuck/straddle combinations
• Straddle walk over mats or floor beam

                                    
Tiny Tots – Straddle Week
Circle Time:

• Jumping jacks
• Wheels on the Bus—use the verse “the doors go OPEN and SHUT”
• Straddle and pike game:  “open…pike!” or “straddle….pike”…hands can clap together
• Bear walk:  jump or walk feet out into straddle and back together
• “Row row your boat” (straddle facing each other holding hands leaning back and forth)

Tramp:
• Straddle jump song:
• Open, shut them 
• Open, shut them
• Give your hands  a clap, clap, clap
• Open, shut them
• Open, shut them
• Put them in your lap, Seat Drop!

Parallel Bars:
• Sit in straddle across top of bars: start in bear walk and have them sit down, spotting under their 

bottoms and directing their weight toward their hands.
• Straddle bell hang on mini-bar

Obstacles:
• Straddle donkey kicks on springboard
• Straddle forward roll
• Straddle walk on two panel mats or down two little cheese mats linked together. 
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Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers
• Straddle monkey jump along balance beam
• Straddle jumps over mats, legs jump open onto mats, legs close inbetween the mats
• Use the cones to jump over for straddle jumps, “Open + Shut” 

Jr. Parkour
• Monkey Jumps
• Safety Vault
• Crane 
• Tac

AcroFitness
• Lunge
• Lunge to T
• Side Cartwheel
• Sideways walks on the balance beam
• Straddle and Pike Jumps
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Handstands

               

Advanced Skills
• Swing to straddle on p-bars
• Spin/skin the cat 
• Cartwheels 
• Backward roll n
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WEEK 6: BACKWARDS WEEK
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Goal: To do all basic skills going backwards and to introduce students to 
backward rolls

Warm-Up
• Walk, Hop, and Jump backwards in circle
• Walk on toes and heels backwards
• Bear/Crab walks backwards

Obstacles
Obstacle course can be simple and familiar, since backwards makes the challenge.

• Backward jumps on Tumbltrak
• Backward bear & crab walks down a cheese mat
• Backwards bear & crab walks on parallel bars
• Backwards slide down slide
• Crawl backwards through the tunnel
• Backwards straddle walk
• Backwards walking on incline or decline    

Tiny Tots - Backwards
Circle Time:

• “Backwards backwards we are (walking/jumping/running) backwards in our circle.”
• Baby backflip 

Balance Beam:
Walk backwards: parents stand on beam facing child and hold both hands gently guiding child backwards.  
This activity helps them to feel the backwards motion without having to look where they’re going.

Trampoline: Backwards jumping, “Jumping Backwards in a Circle”  or “backward, backward, seat drop!”

Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers
• Backward swing on trapeze
• Walk backwards on beam
• Backwards safety jumps off short block (at or below chest level) – give the choice to put hands down 

first and donkey kick down or to have hands out ready to catch the block after jumping down.
• Backwards fall into backwards roll on small cheese mat (Tumblers)

Jr.Parkour
• Bounce backs
• Backwards shoulder roll
• Backwards walks on high beam

AcroFitness
Backwards rolls and backwards straddle rolls 
*Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Handstands n

WEEK 6: BACKWARDS
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WEEK 7:  BALANCE
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Goal: Balancing is a challenging skill.  Ask your students to focus their 
eyes on something while trying to balance and to keep their heads up/
shoulders down. Make sure they focus on something still! 

Reminder: Kids should be spotted at hips or under shoulders (at armpits) when on the balance beam and 
NOT by holding hands out to side (if you need to catch them if they lose balance this could risk dislocating 
or stressing their shoulders).

Set-up
Big mats under the high beam for the downstairs obstacle.  The floor beam should go up on blocks as part of 
an upstairs obstacle course.

Warm-up
• Hop on right/left foot
• Tip toe on a straight line
• Stand on right/left foot
• Balance with foot to side/front/back
• 3 & 2 point crab/bear balance
• Pirouettes
• Scale/ Arabesque 

Obstacles
• Please be sure to use the balance-masters and balance beam this week!
• Use blocks under the ends of the beam for mount and dismount.  

Tip: You could place a bean bag or other object at the end of the beam to serve as a focal point for 
balancing.

• Use mushrooms for leaning star balance.
• Use downstairs beam as part of simple obstacle course, so you can station yourself there to spot.  

Remember to create activities for children waiting for a turn on the beam!!

Tiny Tots
• Balance Rings or Bean bags on heads and walk in a circle.
• Circle Time: Tuck into a seed, water the seed, the seed grows into a tree/ flower and grows a 

branch/petal (standing on one foot). A storm comes and blows the tree/ flower down to the ground.
• Baby Acrobatics: Adult lays on back with feet up in the air. Child stands over adult while adult grabs 

child’s feet. Child holds on to adult’s feet and adult lifts child up.
• Twinkle twinkle little star. Lean side to side in a star shape while you sing the song. 

Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers
• Use PROPS!!  Use rings or beanbags to balance on heads/shoulders/tummy.  Use cones to see if kids 

can touch toes to cones and balance or place cones on sides of balance beam and have kids stop to 
do a scale at the cone.

• Straddle beam, tuck feet behind, hands/knees to standing on high beam. 
• Work on handstand balancing on walls and baby “headstands” with head, hands and feet on ground

WEEK 7:  BALANCE
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Jr. Parkour
• Precision jumps: Focus on sticking the landing with heels raised.
• Forward/Sideways/Backward walks and bear walks on high beam.

AcroFitness
• Lunge and lever hold for handstand
• Needle kicks
• Coupe and Passe 
• Arabesque
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Handstands

Advanced Skills 
• Lunge wars on low beam (hand-to-hand pushing in lunge position until someone falls off).
• Lever down & up in lunge

Games
• Beanbag toss keeping feet on the beam.
• Who can balance on one foot the longest? n
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WEEK 8: SIDEWAYS
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WEEK 8: SIDEWAYS

Goal: Focusing on strengthening both right and left side dominance. And 
take note if which side  is stronger for each child. 

Warm-Up
• Chasse (gallop) sideways, both sides
• Side bear walks
• One arm/one leg balance
• Side to side monkey jumps
• Side stretch in straddle (w/lift seat off floor)
• Hop on one foot 
• Bear to crab sideways 

Obstacles
• Koala hang on minibar and trapeze
• Sideways bear walk on parallettes 
• Monkey jumps over blue mat on tumbltrak
• Sideways jumps both sides
• Sideways walk with legs up on trapezoid or balance beam
• Star hang & traverse on climbing bars sideways
• Bear or crab walk over floor beam zig-zag jumps side to side over line (on floor & tumbltrak)
• Sideways roll over narrow trapezoid

Tiny Tots
• Chasse (gallop) sideways
• One arm/one leg balance (grow into a flower or tree)
• Side stretch in straddle
• Twinkle, twinkle little star (leaning side to side in a standing star position)
• Rock n Roll side to side 

Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers
• Koala hang on minibar and trapeze
• Sideways bear walk on parallettes
• Monkey jumps over blue mat on tumbltrak
• Sideways jumps both sides

Jr. Parkour
• Side to side monkey jumps
• Safety Vault 
• Speed Vault
• Koala Hang on beam and bars

AcroFitness
• Floor: Cartwheels, Grapevine
• Bars: Koala Pull Ups, 
• Beam: Sideways walks, Dip Walks/ Ice Cream Scoops, Koala Hang
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Cartwheels
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Advanced Skills
• Cartwheels
• Side kicks on beam

Review Skills
• Egg roll
• Log roll
• Backward jumps
• Backward rolls
• Body positions: tuck, pike, straddle, hollow, arch n
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WEEK 9: OPPOSITES
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WEEK 9: OPPOSITES

GOAL: Review skills to teach concepts that allow kids to creatively answer 
questions like: What can you do backwards/forwards … (or other opposite 
pair)? How can you do that faster/slower….? How high/low can you go?

Warm-Up
• Play with opposites:  backwards/forwards, up/down, tall/short, right/left, moving/still, fast/slow, big/

little, wide/narrow, hollow/arch. 
• Use body shapes  (eg. tiptoes/squat) and locomotive movements (eg. baby steps/giant steps).
• Have kids run on the tumbltrak and jump to touch a noodle or jump over a noodle you are holding 

into the foam pit.  

Obstacles
• Over & Under: bear walk over parallettes or bear walk under, front support ontop of bar or bell hang 

under bar
• High & Low: Climb Russian bars at different heights to cross sideways.
• In & Out of donut
• Build a mountain cave/tunnel for under and over:  2 big spotting block with 2 panel mats as a roof

Tiny Tots
Circle Time:

• “Wheels On the Bus”
• “The Ants Go Marching”
• “Row row your boat” (straddle facing each other holding hands leaning back and forth)

 
Tootsie Rollers/ Tumblers

• Long/Short jumps between carpet squares
• Large & small blocks for jumping
• Upside down/right side up:  handstands against wall, donkey kicks

Jr. Parkour
• Wall Tacs
• Safety Vault 

AcroFitness
• Pull Overs
• Handstands
• *Skill Focus for the Week (FLOOR): Cartwheels

Advanced Skills   
• Bell hang on trapeze
• Donkey Kick to handstand
• Lever into monkey jump or handstand                   

Games
• Red light/Green light
• Freeze Dance
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WEEK 10: TEAMWORK
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WEEK 10: TEAMWORK

GoaL: Learning to Work Together with partners and as a team

Warm-up
• Row Row Row Your Boat
• Partner sache holding hands
• Partner log rolls holding hands
• Elbow swing w/partner or hold hands & spin in circle
• Patty-cake or other partner clapping game
• Tumbler classes can learn pyramids

Obstacles
• Create one big obstacle course for students to roll barrels on. Work together to push different size 

barrels around obstacle course. 
• At the end of the obstacle course put hands together and shout TEAMWORK!!
• Students do the obstacle course after teamwork with the barrel.
• Downstairs: Parallel obstacle course for partners (double cheese, tramp, monkey jump etc.)
• Dual balance-masters

Tiny Tots
• Baby acrobatics with parent/guardian
• Baby backflip
• Row row row your boat
• Parachute 
• 

Teamwork Games- TOOTSIES/TUMBLERS/JR. Parkour
• Work together to push the barrel mats or the big ball through an obstacle course.
• Bucket Brigade: Toss beanbag one to the next in a line, last person tosses beanbag in upside down 

mushroom or shape in tunnel and runs to beginning to start next beanbag. 
• Variations: pass overhead, under legs, add spin, etc.
• Human Knot: hold hands in a circle and wind in & out into knot, then try to unwind  

without letting go.
• London Bridge
• Leap Frog
• Bear-to-crab always facing partner
• Catch: pass beanbags or balls with partner
• Work together to push big crash mat over 

AcroFITNESS
• Wheelbarrels
• Partner Balances:  forward scale, toes together counterbalance, back-to-back sit & stand up.
• Spin-the-Cat on bars, one partner counts how many their partner can do in 30 seconds
• Sit-ups, pairs take turning counting how many situps each can do in 30 seconds
• *Skill Focus Review (FLOOR): Forward Rolls, Backward Rolls, Cartwheels + Handstands 

ADVANCED SKILLS
Wheelbarrels, Pyramids, Cartwheels n
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WEEK 11 : FUN WEEK 
(OR LAST WEEK OF THE SESSION)
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WEEK 11: FUN WEEK 

This week is Fun! but it is only free play for the kids. Coaches must remain hyper- vigilant and keep scanning 
the room to supervise all the children.  If the kids get hyped up and running fast, that’s when accidents can 
happen.  Find ways to engage them in activities that absorb some of that energy.

Set-up
• Upstairs: giant obstacle course with trapeze, raised balance beam, etc. 
• Bungee boat on west side, area marked by cones.  
• Leave space between bungee & obstacle course for warm-up.
• Downstairs: Mat mountain, rope swing, etc. 

TINYTOTS + TOOTSIE ROLLERS 
Remember:  Use the winch as little as possible when using the bungee!  This means Tiny Tots must be lifted 
into the bungee swing and kept at a low level. You can get the parents to do the lifting.  You can use the 
winch for Tootsies.   If you use the bungee in the afternoon, it is up to you to make sure the green swing is 
put away completely at the end of your shift.  When untrained coaches try to get it out of the way, serious 
problems can happen.

TUMBLERS/ACROFITNESS 
Tumblers should use zipline instead of bungee.  Ask for a parent volunteer to unbuckle the belt at the bot-
tom.  Afternoon tumblers should be able to use the zipline, but alert the coaches using the floor below. Due 
to high traffic in the gym, no bungee and zipline after 4pm.

Rotations
• First 30 minutes: Tumblers do a short warm-up and then go through the obstacle course. After about 

15-20 min. give zipline rides.  
• Tootsies use bungee boat after a short warm-up. 
• They can follow tumblers through obstacle course after the ride.  No bungee use after 4pm.  Earlier 

pm TR & TT classes can use bungee.  
• When zipline rides finish, Tumblers can have free play upstairs if there are enough coaches, other-

wise have your Tumblers come back up to the bleachers. 
• Tiny Tots extra free play Downstairs & Circle Time (no obstacle course for double section classes to 

give time for everyone to get bungee rides).  Parachute can be used for circle time.
• 2nd 20-25 minutes: Tootsies & Tumblers free-play Downstairs. Tiny Tots—free play & bungee rides 

upstairs.  Acrofitness classes will join Tumblers for zipline use with one coach at each station.  If 
there isn’t a second coach on the floor, students must wait after their ride at the bottom of the 
zipline with the parent volunteer. n
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FALL SESSION 
SPECIFIC EXTRA WEEKLY THEMES
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UPSIDE DOWN
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GoaL: Handstands and practicing inversions as much as possible

Warm-Up
• Candlestick w/ tuck, straddle, pike
• Bear position stretch, scissors kick
• Lever down & up
• Donkey kicks in tuck, straddle, pike
• Bridge
• Tumblers -- Tight body log rolls, log lift  (coach lifts student by feet, student keeps tight body with-

out pike.  Support under pelvis and pushing in on soles of feet if student keeps piking.)
• Handstand Body Awarness Skills: Have them stand up with their arms straight above their heads 

near their ears and then push down against their hands, while they push up against you... “Don’t let 
me push you down” AND have them lay on the floor, while you try to pull their legs apart as they 
maintain a tight body.. “Pretend you have superglue stuck between your legs”

Obstacles
• Bell hang, skin the cat , pullover up wall, on mini-bar
• Sideways bear walk with hands on the ground and feet on trapezoid
• Forward & backward rolls on cheese mat
• Handstands (walk feet up the wall or cheese mat on wall)
• Monkey jumps

Tiny Tots
• Handstands (walk feet up the wall or cheese mat on wall)
• Donkey Kicks
• Circle Time: Baby Backflip, Pike Inversions (Parent balances child on their hips with their feet while 

in “airplane position”, child folds upside down into a pike at their hips while parents hold them by 
their shoulders)

• Lay belly on big block and forward roll down only after hands reach the mat on the floor

TOOTSIE/TUMBLERS/JR. Parkour
• Trapeze: Pull hips up to bar upside down, straight legs; spot them by holding ankles and neck
• Fastrack: Donkey kicks on a “middle mat” into a handstand (spot each child on bended knee beside 

them to be at their height, while you spot them by putting one hand under their shoulder, as they 
donkey kick into a handstand; encourage them to keep their legs straight and squeeze their legs 
tight)

• Lay belly on big block and forward roll down only after hands reach the mat on the floor OR hold 
pike position upside down before roll down

Advanced Skills (esp. ACroFitness)
• Cartwheels
• Bell hang on trapeze  (feet down for landing)
• Pull overs
• Backwardrolls
• Dive roll down wedge on Tumbltrak
• Kick up into Handstands n

UPSIDE DOWN 
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TURNS AND CIRCLES 
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GoaL: Spin, twirl and move in circular motions

Warm-up
• A fun way to start:  Ring-around-the rosy, Wheels on the bus, Motorboat or just 
• Locomotor movements in a circle (around cones)
• Big and small arm circles going forward and backward
• Spinning in Circles with Partner
• Head, Hip, Knee circles standing 
• Jump turns 
• Turns on one foot
• Ankle circles  (ice cream maker)
• Hokey Pokey
• Dizzy Bears 

TINY TOTS
• Little circles & big circles on trampolines or beams
• Running in a circle/Jumping in a circle song
• “Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear turn around” on tramp or on floor
• Hold hands with parent and spin in a circle during circle time
• Use cones for them to run around in a circle on hoops to spin in a circle inside 

Obstacles - TOOTSIE/TUMBLERS/JR. Parkour
• 1/2 turn jump off block
• Turns on beam
• Half turns or full turns on tramp & tumbltrak
• Spin-the-cat (bar should be low enough for feet to reach ground)
• 1/2 turn in bear and crab walk on parallel bars
• Front support to forward roll dismount (tumblers)
• Little circles & big circles on trampoline/fastrack (Draw circles 

with chalk and have them spin in each circle) – Jumping in a circle 
song,  “Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear turn around” on tramp

Dance  
• Pirouettes
• Skipping in circles
• Making circles with ribbons or scarves
• Elbow swing with partner
• Dizzy Bears - Turn in circles in bear

AdvanceD Skills (Esp. Acrofitness)
• Pivots on low beam
• Front support forward roll on bar
• Pull over on bar n

TURNS AND CIRCLES  
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HAND-EYE COORDINATION
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GoaL: To work with props and learn basic object manipulation, while 
strengthening their hand-eye coordination

Warm-up
• Scarves: Use underhand throw.  Catch with 2 hands or opposite hand
• Balls:  Sit in straddle and roll to each other.
• Bounce pass standing
• Jump & Clap
• Hoops:  Roll hoop and try to catch or run through
• Play catch with bean bags or balls (Bounce catch/ Toss & catch balls) 

Obstacles
• Use Props!
• Use ball as a station.  Bounce and catch; also can bounce ball on a ring
• Jumping catches: catch beanbag while jumping on tumbltrak into foam pit. 
• Doughnut Hole:  Throw beanbags through doughnut mat.  Underhand and overhand throws.
• Tumbltrak:  Tumblers can catch and throw while jumping (use medic  ball).  
• Rings and balls in bucket:  overturn a mushroom and throw rings and balls into it from big block.
• Place rings high in Russian bars. Kids climb up grab rings and place them on same color cone. 
• Beam:  Pick up scarves and juggle. 

Tiny Tots
• Circle Time: Use scarves!!  They can be blankets, washcloths, veils, stretching aids, etc.  Ball up in 

lap for tuck & pike surprise. 
• Song:  Skip to my Lou (throw and catch scarf on the line “lost my partner, what’ll I do”)
• Catch beanbags:  Parent can help them hold both arms out in front of their chests to make a “bas-

ket” for you to aim into.
• 

Tootsie Rollers / Tumblers
• Chase rings or hoops upstairs:  Roll them down incline mats for kids to chase
• With a partner, throw bean bags into each others cones or jump through hula hoops
• Play catch with foam blocks

 
Advanced Skills (Acrofitness)

• Juggling scarves
• Juggling bean bags
• Catch with foam blocks on balance beam

**Please remember to return all props to equipment bins after use.  If your tiny tots remove props from 
stations, please put them back afterwards.** n

HAND-EYE COORDINATION
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CRISS-CROSS 
(CROSS-LATERAL AND MIDLINES)
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GOAL: cross the midline of the body in several ways:  side to side, up to down, forward 
to back, and in diagonal combinations. These activities build coordination between 
the two hemispheres of the brain.  Some kids may find them very challenging and 
those are the ones who need them the most.

Warm-Up
• Cross body to touch hand to opposite foot in straddle
• Marching (Song “Ants go Marching 1 by 1”)
• Lying on back lift leg and touch with opposite hand, switch
• Standing touch foot or knee with opposite hand, in front & behind body
• Stand with hands on knees, open & close knees crossing & uncrossing arms
• Head, Shoulders, Knees & Toes with crossed arms
• Windmills
• Washing Machine (“This is the way we wash our clothes” song)
• Scissors legs and arms (sitting)
• Skipping
• Grapevine walk 

Obstacles 
• Use ladders, Russian bars with rings, etc.  
• Try to encourage a smooth movement using opposite hands and feet in synch. 
• Set up over & under obstacles, tunnels, and other opportunities for crawling.
• Criss-cross legs on trapeze and mini-bar
• Crab to Bear turns on panel mats 

Tiny Tots
• Teach tiny tot parents how to guide their kids down by holding the feet not the back or butt.
• Cross body to touch hand to opposite foot in straddle
• Scissors legs and arms (sitting)
• Head, Shoulders, Knees & Toes with crossed arms
• Bear turns 

Tumbltrak - TOOTSIE ROLLERS/TUMBLERS/JR. PARKOUR
• Jump on one foot and touch BOTH hands to raised knee, then switch.  

(Can also be done on balance beam)
• Jumping Jacks:  variations can include crossing arms, crossing legs, jumping feet forward & back instead of open 

& closed.

Review Skills  
• Tuck/Straddle/Pike   
• Backward roll  
• Monkey jumps 

 Advanced Skills (Acrofitness)
• Cartwheels
• Forward roll to stand
• Grapevine walk, bearwalks forward and backwards on balance beam n

CRISS-CROSS (CROSS-LATERAL AND MIDLINES)
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RHYTHM AND CREATIVE MOVEMENT
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Goal: Be creative and have fun!

Warm-Up
• Musical Hoops: like musical chairs but with hula hoops. Have students dance and when the music 

stops they freeze inside the hula hoop. Remove a hula hoop after each freeze and at the end all 
students will be in one hula hoop.

• Use ribbons and scarves for creative movement.
• Walk/ Skip to music, when music stops call out a body part, i.e. elbow, and child touches his/her 

elbow to partner’s elbow.  
• Old McDonald: children act out the animal you called out. 

Obstacles 
• Emphasize sound cues for different movements (donkey/monkey jumps) on obstacle course.
• Balancing poses on the balance beam
• Jump turns
• Jump to musical cues on trampoline
• Examples: Ten Little Monkey’s Jumping On the Bed
• The Teddy Bear Song- “Teddy bear, teddy bear, turn around; Teddy bear, teddy bear, touch the 

ground; Teddy bear, teddy bear, reach up high; Teddy bear teddy bear wave bye bye.” 

Tiny Tots
• Walk/ Skip to music, when music stops call out a body part, i.e. elbow, and child touches his/her 

elbow to parent’s elbow
• Head-Shoulders-Knees-n-Toes: sing song slow, medium, and fast
• Itsy Bitsy Spider
• Ants Go Marching: emphasize the drumming “marching down into the ground.”
• Dance party with ribbons and scarves: get creative! Emphasize circles and shapes, up and down, 

side to side

Tumblers/Tootsies/Jr. Parkour
Musical Mats: like musical chairs but with mats. Play music, have students move around like animals and 
when the music stops they freeze on a mat. Remove one mat each time you stop the music and at the end 
all students have to squeeze on one mat. n

RHYTHM AND CREATIVE MOVEMENT
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NOTES / COMMENTS: 
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